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Disclaimer
Certain statements made in this communication, other than statements of historical fact, including, without limitation, those concerning the
economic outlook for the gold mining industry, expectations regarding gold prices, production, cash costs and other operating results, growth
prospects and outlook of AngloGold Ashanti’s operations, individually or in the aggregate, including the achievement of project milestones,
the completion and commencement of commercial operations of certain of AngloGold Ashanti’s exploration and production projects and the
completion of acquisitions and dispositions, AngloGold Ashanti’s liquidity and capital resources and capital expenditure and the outcome and
consequence of any potential or pending litigation or regulatory proceedings or environmental issues, are forward-looking statements
regarding AngloGold Ashanti’s operations, economic performance and financial condition. These forward-looking statements involve known
and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause AngloGold Ashanti’s actual results, performance or achievements to differ
materially from the anticipated results, performance or achievements expressed or implied in these forward-looking statements. Although
AngloGold Ashanti believes that the expectations reflected in such forward-looking statements are reasonable, no assurance can be given
that such expectations will prove to have been correct. Accordingly, results could differ materially from those set out in the forward-looking
statements as a result of, among other factors, changes in economic and market conditions, success of business and operating initiatives,
changes in the regulatory environment and other government actions including environmental approvals and actions, fluctuations in gold
prices and exchange rates, and business and operational risk management. For a discussion of certain of these and other factors, refer to
AngloGold Ashanti's annual report for the year ended 31 December 2011, which was distributed to shareholders on 4 April 2012, the
company’s 2011 annual report on Form 20-F, which was filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission in the United States on 23 April
2012 and the prospectus supplement to the company’s prospectus dated July 17, 2012 that was filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission on July 25, 2012. These factors are not necessarily all of the important factors that could cause AngloGold Ashanti’s actual
results to differ materially from those expressed in any forward-looking statements. Other unknown or unpredictable factors could also have
material adverse effects on future results. Consequently, stakeholders are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking
statements. AngloGold Ashanti undertakes no obligation to update publicly or release any revisions to these forward-looking statements to
reflect events or circumstances after today’s date or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events, except to the extent required by
applicable law. All subsequent written or oral forward-looking statements attributable to AngloGold Ashanti or any person acting on its behalf
are qualified by the cautionary statements herein.
This communication may contain certain “Non-GAAP” financial measures. AngloGold Ashanti utilises certain Non-GAAP performance
measures and ratios in managing its business. Non-GAAP financial measures should be viewed in addition to, and not as an alternative for,
the reported operating results or cash flow from operations or any other measures of performance prepared in accordance with IFRS. In
addition, the presentation of these measures may not be comparable to similarly titled measures other companies may use.
AngloGold Ashanti posts information that is important to investors on the main page of its website at www.anglogoldashanti.com and under
the “Investors” tab on the main page. This information is updated regularly. Investors should visit this website to obtain important
information about AngloGold Ashanti.
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Global footprint…building the portfolio
An extensive global exploration and operations footprint…

Operations
Study
Construction
New exploration
Study/construction
Exploration

...leading the industry in returns and sustainable value creation.
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Performance foundation…to support a new future
Three years of significant restructuring…

Rebuilt financial foundations...
Operations turnarounds across portfolio…
Operating model…new approach…on-going improvement…
World’s most successful exploration team…
Growing and diverse pipeline of new opportunities…
Industry-leading returns…

...as we lead the industry in implementing a sustainable value model.
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Value proposition…not just talking…delivering
We have led the industry in focussing on creating sustainable value…
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...as our “returns mantra” is now being picked up by our industry colleagues.
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Operational performance: 2008 assessment…a starting point
An early assessment of our performance…

EBITDA $m
South Africa
680

Continental Africa
190

Australia

Mali
Morila
Sadiola
Yatela
USA
CC&V

35

Guinea
Siguiri

Americas

Ghana
Iduapriem
Obuasi

Tanzania
Geita

Brazil
Serra Grande
Brasil Mineração

Best practice
Solid performance
Turnaround – good trends
Improvement needed
Cash drain – material risk

Namibia
Navachab
Argentina
Cerro Vanguardia

South Africa
Vaal River
Surface
Operations
West Wits

255

Australia
Sunrise Dam
Tropicana

AngloGold Ashanti*
1,131

2008

2011

* Includes corporate and other segment

...showed considerable opportunity for operational improvement.
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Operations delivery: 2011 successes…with more potential
Our focus on business and process re-engineering…

EBITDA $m
South Africa
680
1,412
Continental Africa
190
1,111
Australia

Mali

USA

Sadiola
& Yatela

CC&V

35

Guinea
Siguiri

Brazil
Serra Grande
Córrego do Sítio
Brasil Mineração

9
Ghana

Iduapriem
Obuasi
Kibali
Mongbwalu

Namibia

Navachab

Argentina
Best practice
Solid performance
Turnaround – good trends
Improvement needed
Cash drain – material risk

Tanzania

Americas

Geita

DRC

Cerro Vanguardia

255

South Africa
TauTona
Mponeng
Surface Ops
Moab/Great Noligwa
Kopanang

739
Australia
Sunrise Dam
Tropicana

AngloGold Ashanti*
1,131
3,014
2008

2011

* Includes corporate and other segment

...has led the industry in driven strong earnings and cash flow improvements.
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Project ONE…measuring progress…20% real cost improvement
We introduced the concept of integrated change management…
$97m

Financial savings realised (2008 to 31 March 2012 )
$m

$18m

$946m

-$8m

$21m
$0m

$29m

$20m

$163m

$10m

$176m

Tonnage throughput
Grade improvement
Silver recovery
Cost savings

$16m

$361m

$98m

$79m
$36m
$203m

$167m

AGABM

$407m

Geita

Serra
Grande

Iduapriem

CVSA

Obuasi

SAR
Uranium

Mponeng
Plant

SAR
Power

Sunrise
Dam

Siguiri

CC&V

SAR
Cost

Navachab

Total

…and our improvement scorecard is second to none in our industry.
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Sustainable gold equation…helps guide capital allocations
The real cost equation helps guides our capital allocations…
1.

2.

Exploration success ensures
competitive entry cost, laying
foundation for long-term value

Focus on competitive capital
and strong operating margins
drives the return equation.

3.
Total costs must remain below our strategic
cut-off of $1280/oz. M&A opportunities must
compete with organic cost structures.

$/oz

Gold price @ $1650/oz

Cash flow
margin
200

1230

50

1280

Sustain.
capex

Sub Total
(project level cost
structure)

Corporate
admin. cost

Grand Total
(before tax & interest)

$370/oz

800

200
30
Greenfields
exploration
(Resources)

Project
development

Cash operating
expenditure

…to ensure we maintain margins and capital returns.
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Peer comparisons…the worm is turning!
We are starting to see the results of our work on core processes…
Cash costs + Sustaining capex

NCE costs
220

220

200

Peer group average

AGA

Peer group average
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4Q11

3Q11

2Q11

1Q11

4Q10

3Q10

2Q10

2Q12

1Q12

4Q11

3Q11

2Q11

1Q11

4Q10

3Q10

2Q10

1Q10

80

4Q09

80

3Q09

100

2Q09

100

1Q10

120

4Q09

120

140

3Q09

140

160

2Q09

160

180

1Q09

Indexed Q1’09=100

180

1Q09

Indexed Q1’09=100

200

AGA

Cost trends are beginning to differentiate us from the industry.
•Cash costs + sustaining capex*: Peer Group +20% vs AngloGold Ashanti +5%.
• All-in cash costs*: Peer group +21% vs AngloGold Ashanti +7%.
• Project ONE, which is leading our initiative to improve planning, is helping us achieve the goal of paring away at inflation.
*period from 1H of 2011 to 1H 2012

…deliver sustainable competitive cost and performance improvement.
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Capital intensity…a track record of value delivery
We have sourced value opportunities across our business portfolio…

Organic Development…650,000ozspa ~ US$1,500/oz…US$85/oz over life








CC&V… from leach pads and mill installation.
Obuasi… targeted from business improvement work.
Geita… from business improvement work.
CVSA… targeted from business improvement and new developments.
Iduapriem... from mining and mill expansion.
MSG… from mill expansion.
Cuiaba... from mine and mill expansions.

Exploration…480,000ozspa ~ US$2,500/oz…US120/oz over life
 Tropicana… from new development.
 Mongbwalu… from new development.

Acquisitions…710,000ozspa ~ US$3,500/oz…US$170/oz over life






CC&V… from Golden Cycle purchase.
Kibali… from Moto purchase.
CDS… from Sao Bento purchase.
MWS… from purchase of Mine Waste Solutions.
MSG… from purchase of Kinross stake.

…building on internal opportunities in addition to securing “external value plumbs”.
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Exploration…new resources, new opportunities…value growth
Significant results from some key greenfields projects… Legend
Significant results and progress
Active projects
Active drilling rigs on site

...continuing to build the resource pipeline…at low cost.
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Step change in mining
We are developing a step change in South African mining...

Stage 3
10+ years
Gold On Tap

Stage 2
5-10 years
Intelligent Mining

Stage 1
3-5 years
No People in
Stope








Eliminate drill & blast
Continuous process
Mechanical mining
Tunnel boring development
Reef-height stoping
High strength backfill

 Wire machines for automation
 Link machines together
 Closed-loop process
optimization
 Remove boundaries within
company led by information
communication technology






In-situ leaching
Autonomous machines
Basin water beneficiation
Geothermal power
production

...to mine safer, deeper and more efficiently.
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Technology and Innovation…another leading initiative
The technology we need for the step change is available...

Blueprint

Value Chain

Apply

1. Mine design
2. Ore body knowledge
3. Machines for development
4. Machines for stoping
5. Backfill
6. Logistics

Build & test prototypes
2012-2013

Set direction
2010-11










Ideas & Concepts
Criteria
Roadmap
Blueprint Analysis

Identify Critical Projects
Design, Construct & Test Prototypes
Technical feasibility study (Proof of concept)
Organization & resourcing

Build full-scale working model
2014-2016

 Prepare test site for full-scale working model
 Phase 1 - Prove concept working model
 Phase 2 - Prove commercial model

...we continue to lead the industry in thought and value creation.
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Value proposition…leadership in value creation
Peer-group leading returns…not a promise…simply delivering…
Return on equity

EV/EBITDA

Q2 2012

Annualised adjusted earnings / shareholders equity at end 2Q12
EV - share prices at end of 2Q12; EBITDA annualised 2Q12
Peer group includes ,in no particular order: Barrick, Randgold, Newmont, Gold Fields, Harmony, Goldcorp, Newcrest, Kinross

...at a compelling price.
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Value proposition…a simple story
We are delivering a compelling value track record…

 Today… delivering industry leading returns.
 Tomorrow… most competitive growth pipeline.
 The future… new opportunities already emerging.

...that is continuing to evolve and improve as we deliver.
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Colombia – game changer…momentum building
Colombia has a significant gold and copper porphyry endowment...
 Great exploration address…great land position.
 AGA Colombia exploration started in late 1990s. Today we
have rationalized land position from 100,000km2 to most
prospective15,000km2,
 Defined +30mozs resources at net cost <US$2/oz.
 Colombia is South America’s second largest economy and
one of its most dynamic growth stories. It has the
Continent’s longest and most successful democracy, with a
culture of entrepreneurial development.
 The country is an investor-friendly destination, with strong
government institutions, evolving minerals legislation and a
growing number of international gold companies seeking to
follow AngloGold Ashanti’s first-mover advantage.
 Recent management changes, including the appointment
of a dedicated EVP, driving the Colombian development
strategy to deliver first production in 2016.

...targeting first production in 2016.
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Colombia…the new structure reflects momentum shift
Dedicated executive focus…
EVP
Business &
Technical
Development
Tony O’Neill

EVP
Colombia

EVP
Americas
Region

Charles Carter

Ron Largent

 The management addition has taken place against
the backdrop of mining companies in multiple
jurisdictions experiencing more complex
governmental, social and community engagement
around new projects and licensing.

Management & Execution of:

 Global
Greenfields
Exploration
 Technical
Review &
Support

 Government stakeholder
relations necessary to
support development of
AGA’s interests
 Greenfields & Brownfields
exploration activities
 Studies, advanced Project
activities & development
 JV relationships
 Admin & Support
 Appropriate funding model

 Previous Greenfields focus and early stage Project
scoping work has now been integrated under one
EVP to ensure appropriate strategy, alignment,
resourcing and scheduling. This will ensure we
move forward as quickly as possible with the
successful development of the Colombian business.

 Project support
& associated
Regional
services

 The dedicated EVP: Colombia must manage the
creation of a new social and sustainable mining
model to delivers on the expectations of Colombia’s
people while creating a framework for the long-term
success of AGA’s Colombian business.
 The significant discovery potential of our Colombian
portfolio and the potential scale of world class
copper-gold porphyry ore bodies will require careful
consideration of appropriate future funding
requirements, mechanisms and structures.

...fully supported within Americas Region along with other Corporate teams.
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Projects: Gramalote (51% AGA; 49% B2Gold)
Successful development of smaller Gramalote project…
Estimated production…potential to extend life

 Located in northwest Colombia in the Antioquia region,
Gramalote is a JV with B2Gold, with AGA as operator.
Project will be the first open pit gold mine in Colombia,
providing an important beach head for AGA to
demonstrate responsible mining in the country.
 The multi-year pre-feasibility study is expected to
complete in late 2012, with the current focus on
advancing key front-end engineering and design, land
acquisition, environmental and social programs, and
community engagement.
 Potential for growth in resource beyond current 4.1Moz
to potential +6Moz endowment, with potential mineable
reserves of approximately 5Moz.

Project schedule
PreFeasibility
Study

Feasibility
Study

Targeting a
board approval
to proceed with
feasibility study
in 3Q12

Construction

Ramp up

Targeting a
board approval
for project
implementation
in 1Q14

3Q12

1Q14

 Additional to on going drilling program to further define
resource endowment, supporting initiatives include
social and environmental impact baseline studies,
mining and metallurgical test-work, within mining and
process methodology (open pit with ore processing via
gravity, flotation, concentrate leaching and CIP gold
recovery).
 Successful engagement with artisanal miners is nearing
completion, with 152 miners in immediate project area
now transitioning to self- or AGA employment, together
with associated support and training initiatives.

1Q16

…will establish our bona fides as a responsible miner in Colombia.
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Projects: La Colosa (100% AGA)
Resource growth continues…

 Greenfields project in 600km2 concession area at prefeasibility phase.24Moz of resource identified since 2006.

Attributable LOM production*

 Good progress made since additional land-use permits
granted by Colombian National and Regional authorities in
mid-2010.

1000
900
800
700

 Prefeasibility aims to define extent and size of resource;
conduct metallurgical test work; investigate alternative for
mining and processing infrastructure; purchase land for
access and infrastructure development; and establish
environmental, social impact baseline measurements.

koz

600
500
400
300
200
100
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Year

 Ongoing work to evaluate technical, economic, social and
environmental viability and optimisation, while building
community and governmental support.

Project schedule
Feasibility
Study

Construction

 Current conceptual study envisions a 20-year LOM
producing approximately ~20Moz of gold at average ore
grade of 0.93g/t (based on contained gold of 24.15Moz).

Full
Production

Ramp up

Targeting board
approval for
project
implementation
in 3Q15*

 Significant growth potential beyond current metrics and
final scope of the project still to be locked-in. Ore body now
being tested at depth to 1,000m, while drilling to northwest
of concession shows improving grades (up to 1.9 g/t).
 Concession outside of La Colosa project area has potential
for new mining district in the Anaime-Toche Belt, where
AGA is well positioned.

3Q15*
*current expectation

3Q19*

4Q19*

…with scoping work for pre-feasibility study advancing.
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Quebradona Project (AGA moving from 51% to 70%)
Our first-mover advantage in Colombia…
Quebradona Cross Section D – D’

 Over the past 6 months the drilling program at the Quebradona
Nuevo Chaquiro prospect has returned a number of significant
intercepts that suggest the potential for a potential world class
Cu+Au+Mo porphyry system.
 Au-Porphyry style hosted within Miocene volcanosedimentary
sequences.
 AGA approaching 70% ownership of joint venture with B2Gold
due to ongoing exploration funding.
 Part of larger intrusive centre – further drilling required to confirm
continuity of mineralisation at depth, together with continuity of
grade, with further drilling insights expected in Q1 2013.

Quebradona (highlights)
CHA-016

591m@0.26g/t Au, 0.28% Cu, 68ppm Mo from 410m
(Includes 171m@0.31g/t Au, 0.52% Cu and 121ppm Mo)

CHA-018

512m@0.17g/t Au, 0.46% Cu and 111ppm Mo from 576m
(Includes 138m@0.21g/t Au, 0.6% Cu and 48ppm Mo)

CHA-019

580m@0.18g/t Au, 0.48% Cu and 175ppm Mo from 601m
(Includes 244m@0.25g/t Au, 0.68% Cu and 179ppm Mo)

…continues to show results, with unfolding third new discovery in country.
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South Africa…earnings growth driven by margin expansion
Operations are at various stages in the mining life cycle…
Production
 South Africa production rate has been
declining due to progressive reduction in
available mining fronts.

1 800
1 600
1 400

000 ozs

1 200
1 000
800
600
400
200
‐
2004

2011

Vaal River

West Wits

EBITDA

 This is a long-term business with a
world-class resource base...that
requires long-term thinking and
associated structural reconstruction.

800
700
600
500

US$m

 Despite lower production, the earnings
power of the South African business has
grown significantly as we have focussed on
quality production and cost management.

400
300
200
100
‐
2004

2011

Vaal River

 We have a track record of responding
quickly and decisively to our operating
environment; our focus is on producing
high-quality ounces…underpinning
cash and earnings delivery.

West Wits

….with a substantial pipeline of projects opening up new value opportunities.
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AngloGold Ashanti South Africa…world class by any measure
A substantial resource base with emerging new value potential…

 World class ore-body
 98Moz Resource and 32Moz reserve
 5Moz surface resource
 Average underground reserve grade - 9,48 g/t
 Average surface grade - 0.31 g/t

 World class infrastructure
 14.7Mtpa milling capacity; 98% utilised
 11.2Mtpa vertical transport capacity – 63% utilising
 Reliable, competitive power supply
 New power capacity under construction.

 South Africa country as a mining jurisdiction
 Well established mining culture
 Established constitution enshrines full property rights
 Independent judicial system; rule of law abides
 Constructive dialogue with supportive government

1 Grasberg
2 Sukhoi Log
3 South Deep
4 Nevada
5 Donlin Creek
6 AGA South Africa
7 Natalka
8 Lihir
9 Cadia Hill
10 Pueblo Viejo
11 Boddington
12 Pascua‐Lama
13 Paracatu

Reserve Grade
(Au g/t)
0.84
2.8
5.5
1.27
2.09
9.48
1.6
2.3
0.59
2.74
0.63
1.44
0.41

Reserves
(Moz)
67.1
61.7
39.8
34.8
33.9
32.0
31.6
31.1
26.8
25.2
19.5
17.8
17.4

Source: GFMS and AngloGold Ashanti

…new opportunities through management and technology programs.
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South Africa…safety improvements…next step technology
Major improvement on the back of the three-pillar safety strategy…

 AngloGold Ashanti has led safety
improvements in the South African mining
industry
 Improving safety is the right thing to do and
is fundamental to the long-term success of
the business
 Safety is a barometer of management
efficiency – safe operations are efficient
operations with fewer disruptions
 A clear strategy helped achieve recent
years’ gains; our business improvement
initiative is expected to deliver the next
step-change.
 The goal remains zero harm.

…with an increasingly constructive engagement with the DMR.
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South Africa…getting the basics right
We are starting with driving capital development …
Ore Reserve
Development

Reef
Development

Ore Reserve Development (m)

Face
Length

Production

 Maintaining ORD development is critical
to holding production.
 Increasing reef attack points is a priority.

Gold Industry Wage Strike

 More effective resourcing is required
while reducing `geological surprises’ with
more intensive geological drilling. This is
showing very positive early results.

Safety Stoppages

…to create reef development attack points.
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South Africa…getting the basics right
The move to using drill rigs is supporting our efficiency drive…
Drill rig metres vs. Conventional metres
Drill rig
Metres

 Using drill-rigs for development is
proving far more productive than
conventional methods.

Conventional
Metres

 It also removes manpower from the
vanguard of development – much safer.
 Roll-out of drill rigs intensify as part of
our productivity improvements.

Monthly Development Rates
Drill Rigs

Conventional Crews

…which is increasing reef development efficiencies.
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South Africa…getting the basics right
And so as we improve capital development…
Ore Reserve

Reef

Face

Development

Development

Length

Production

Reef Development (m)
Gold Industry Wage Strike

 With fewer reef attack points, each must
be maximised to the full.

 More effective resourcing is required
while reducing `geological surprises’ with
more intensive geological drilling. This is
showing very positive early results.

Safety Stoppages

…we create more reef development attack points.
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South Africa…getting the basics right
Improved reef development supports….
Capital

Reef

Face

Development

Development

Length

Production

Face Length mined (m)
 Maturing mines are increasingly
challenged by face-length constraints
which limits the flexibility needed to
meet budgets

Gold Industry Wage Strike

 This is a key priority and extensive
research into root causes has been
conducted.
 Improvements to the quality of
planning is key to sustainable
remediation.
Safety Stoppages

...the creation of more face length.
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South Africa…getting the basics right
As we improve face length….
Ore Reserve

Reef

Face

Development

Development

Length

Production

Gold production (mozs)
Gold Industry Wage Strike
 With fewer reef attack points, each must
be maximised to the full.

 More effective resourcing is required
while reducing `geological surprises’ with
more intensive geological drilling. This is
showing very positive early results.

Safety Stoppages

…we are reporting improving and more sustainable production.
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South Africa - Simunye team training
The Simunye and BPF work focuses…
 For production crews and supervisors
 Total 165 of 321 South Africa production crews through training
since May 2011
 Designed to deliver safety and productivity gains through
improved engagement and team cohesion
 Early data re change implementation:


16% improvement in m2 performance achieved



9% improvement in face advance



282 individuals identified with significant
development potential; 56 have detailed development
plans in place…future leaders.



77% of those that have completed the course are
maintaining a clear safety record.

...on developing people and how we deliver sustainable improvements.
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South Africa technology…introducing global best practice
New technology will be introduced progressively…
 In-stope reef-boring techniques and improved ore-body
definition are the current focus; this will upgrade our ability
to more accurately forecast our grade and resource
models.
 These technological improvements have the potential to
significantly improve safety and productivity.
 Pilot underway at TauTona mine in South Africa from early
2012; Significant progress with in-hole digital surveying
and reef-boring techniques.
 First hole successfully completed during Q2; six more
planned by year-end.
 1st b/h took 24 days and recovered 5.73kg of gold.
 2nd b/h took 12 days and recovered 2.61kgs.
 3rd borehole completed – waiting for data.
 Project is already self-funding!

...to help us maintain our production rate.
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Uranium…a new and growing pathway to value
AGA still remains South Africa’s largest Uranium producer...

3mlbs is equivalent to ~120,000oz of gold

Uranium production (mlbs)

Project ONE’s successful application enabled:
 30% reduction in costs;
 260,000t/m capacity increase at Noligwa
processing complex

AGA’s Technological breakthrough enabled:
 Leveraging on M&A opportunities;
 Retreating old mine dumps in the Vaal River
District, whilst reducing environmental
liabilities;
 Improved Uranium recoveries, which
translates into attractive margins.
*Current expectations

...using technology to explore unconventional opportunities.
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South Africa…a great resource…a great future
Declining production does not equate to declining profit!
Production
 Through understanding our processes, we
are able to work smarter.

1 800
1 600
1 400

000 ozs

1 200

 South Africa is becoming increasingly
complex from a number of different angles,
but the profit opportunity is one of the best
in the world.

1 000
800
600
400
200
‐
2004
Vaal River

2011
West Wits

EBITDA

 This is a long-term business with a worldclass resource base...that require long-term
decision making

800
700
600

US$m

500

 We think we can maintain production at
around current rates but this does need a
new technology approach.

400
300
200
100

 Early successes lead us remain optimistic.

‐
2004
Vaal River

2011
West Wits

…South Africa remains a great value opportunity for the Group.
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Continental Africa: 2008 Operational performance assessment
An early assessment of our performance…
Best practice

Mali

Solid performance

Sadiola & Yatela

Turnaround – good trends
Improvement needed

Guinea

Cash drain – material risk

Siguiri

Ghana

Tanzania

Iduapriem
Obuasi

Geita

Namibia
Navachab

209
99
51
12

9

Yatela

Navachab

50

34

5

-52
Morila

Sadiola

Iduapriem

Siguiri

Obuasi

Geita

Total CAR

2008 EBITDA

...showed considerable opportunity for operational improvement.
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Continental Africa: 2011 Operations delivery
Portfolio improvements measured in cash flow gains…
Mali

1092

Best practice

Sadiola & Yatela

Solid performance
Turnaround – good trends
Improvement needed

Guinea

Cash drain – material risk

Siguiri

488
Ghana

Tanzania

Iduapriem
Obuasi

Geita

DRC
Kibali
Mongbwalu

Namibia

209

Navachab

153

12

9

0

31

51

76

116

87
50

141

99

34

5

-52
Yatela

Navachab

Morila

Sadiola

Iduapriem

2008 EBITDA

Siguiri

Obuasi

Geita

Total CAR

2011 EBITDA

...and our current portfolio assessment sees more opportunities.
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Geita performance dominates the East Africa territory
Margins growth show the underlying health of this asset…
EBITDA margins
80%
70%
60%

US$m

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
1Q10

2Q10

3Q10

4Q10

African Barrick

1Q11

2Q11

3Q11

4Q11

1Q12

2Q12

Geita Gold Mine

Source: Company reports

...with plans to sustain and improve the steep upward trend, while increasing life.
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Obuasi…a world-class and scale opportunity
A substantial and growing resource endowment…
 World class ore-body and infrastructure:
 Resources of 22.5Moz and reserves of
9.37Moz
 Surface reserves of 0.31Moz
 Average u/g reserve grade of 7.8g/t
 Average grade of surface sources 2.0g/t
 Current average u/g mining
depth:(Mineralisation up to 1,600m in depth
– Most mining above 50 Level
 Milling capacity of 6,500 tpd, currently
utilising 74% of installed capacity.
 Ghana country risk:
 Well established mining province with welleducated local talent.
 The government has extended its stability
pact with the IMF to December, a move that
demonstrates a willingness by the
government to continue fiscal discipline in
an election year.
 Smooth handover process, after President
Mills’ passing, settles market fears.

Global mining resources

1 KDC
2 Ergo
3 Grasberg
4 South Deep
5 Natalka
6 Lihir
7 Obuasi
8 Buffelsfontein
9 Livengood
10 Mponeng
11 Brucejack
12 Cadia Hill
13 Turquoise Ridge

Resource Grade
(Au g/t)

Resources
(Moz)

5.51
0.98
0.57
11.15
1.87
1.73
5.93
15.11
0.54
13.78
0.67
0.31
4.28

51.4
43.5
43.4
36.1
28.0
25.5
22.5
20.8
20.6
20.1
17.9
15.9
14.6

Source: GFMS
Excludes reserves.

…in a well supported environment for mining.
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Obuasi…safety performance…focus on the basics
We always address safety issues first…
All Injuries Frequency Rate (AIFR)
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…and progress on our first value mirrors progress on the basics.
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Obuasi…no cash…no plan…but lots of potential
In 2008, the site we found was demoralised and did not have a real plan…
$m
250

 What we found in 2008 was a
site demoralised and losing
money. At the time, the plan
showed no end to those losses!
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...and losing money, it represented a material risk to the global business.
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Obuasi’s cash flow…stemming the blood flow
Cash flow has turned the corner…
Cash flow after all capex and working capital*
$m

36

US$m

8
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-84
-94
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2011

*at normalised hedge equalised prices received

...and Project ONE is helping us move towards strategy implementation.
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Obuasi…stop the cash bleed…build a new strategy
Our first priority was to stabilise the site…
$m

 What we found in 2008 was a
site demoralised and losing
money. At the time, the plan
showed no end to those
losses!
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stabilise the site. We did this
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ounces.
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...and stem the cashflow drain.
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Obuasi…the strategy has been defined…execution is in play
We have stabilised the operation…

 What we found in 2008
was a site demoralised and
losing money. At the time,
the plan showed no end to
those losses!
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 Our first priority was to
stabilise the site. We did
this by rationalizing the
workforce, shutting the
oxide plant and focusing on
higher quality ounces.
 We have been investing in
addressing legacy
operating and community
issues with funding from
internal cash flows.
 Stability has largely been
achieved. The next step is
to finalise and implement
our development strategy.

...we are building a strategy that will take us towards our business targets.
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Obuasi…reducing the footprint…reducing costs
We are creating a new operations and community interface…
Benefits

OLD

 Increased efficiency
 Secure environment
 Consolidate production processes and people
 Reduce risk
 Reduce community impact

NEW

 Realise labour synergies
 Align community consent

…which is a key in securing and building a sustainable and secure operation.
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Obuasi…progress on strategy implementation
We have been building the strategy as we have been recovering the business…

 Resources
 Confirming depth potential (complete)
 Rebuilding resource model (50% complete)
 Redefining reserves and mineable grades (50% complete)

 Mine Design
 Mining methods defined
 Mine layouts in process (70% complete)
 Detailed design (30% complete)

 New Mining Development



Development contract review(95% complete)
New Decline option in discussion (30% complete) – target start 2013



Transition to multi-point development strategy (20%complete)

 Upgraded surface infrastructure


Upgraded materials handling to 8,000tpd (30% complete)




Processing upgrades to enable all material treatment (70% complete)
Tailings retreatment upgrade (70% complete) for 2013 start

 Footprint reduction


In process – target completion by mid 2013

…we are on track to deliver production growth in the medium and long-term.
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